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4. SUMMARY

This document was prepared for presentation to the 21st Conference
of the International Committee on Aeronautical Fatigue scheduled to be held
in Jerusalem, Israel, on June 19 and 20, 1989.

A review is given of the aircraft fatigue research and associated
activities which form part of the programmes of the Aeronautical Research
Laboratory, Universities, the Civil Aviation Authority, the Australian aircraft
industry and the Defence Scientific Establishment, New Zealand. The major
topics discussed include the fatigue of both civil and military aircraft
structures, fatigue damage detection, analysis and repair and fatigue life
monitoring and assessment. 1 t " L 1 , -
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

This review of Australian investigations on aeronautical fatigue in the 1987 to 1989 biennium comprises the collective
inputs from the Australian and New. Zealand organisations listed below. The author acknowledges with gratitude the

contributions of those shown against each of the items in the Review.

The abbreviations and addresses of contributing organisations are as follows: Accesion For
NTIS CRA&I

ARL Aeronautical Research Laboratory, PO Box 4331, Melbourne, Vie. 3001. DTIC TAB D
ASTA Aerospace Technologies of Australia, PO Box 4, Port Melbourne, Vie. 3207. U 'a:,nounced C
CAA Civil Aviation Authority, P.O. Box 367, Canberra, ACT. 2601. J;,t1cto

HDH Hawker de Havilland Ltd, PO Box 30, Bankstown, NSW. 2200.

HDHV Hawker de Havilland (Vic) Pty Ltd GPO Box 779H, Melbourne, Vic. 3001.

MU Monash University, Clayton, Vic. 3168. . , tljnJ

RMIT Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, Vie. 3001.

UOM University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vie. 3052. A ' bi!y Codes

UOS University of Sydney, NSW, 2006. . , nd/Or

DSE Defence Scientific Establishment, Auckland, New Zealand. br CINS{
9.2 FATIGUE PROGRAMMES ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT crft A-1

9.2.1 Mirage MO Fatigue Substantiation (J.M. Grandage - ARL)

Previous Australian ICAF reviews have described the Mirage damage tolerance assessment programme which was in its

closing stages at the time of the last review (1]. The RAAF Mirage fleet has now been fully retired. However it is

worth recording that the crack growth modelling methods used in the damage tolerance assessment could not be

validated against experimental data from full-scale testing. For this reason the results of the damage tolerance

assessment were not used as a basis for continuing life substantiation. For the short remaining life required, the wing
was substantiated using a safe-life based on the Swiss full-scale test (2), and fuselage frame 26 was substantiated using a

simplified safety-by-inspection approach in which an easily inspectable area was assumed to be an indicator of the

condition of frame 26 in general.

9.2.2 DADTA of RAAF Maeebi MB326H Aircraft (P.J. Foden - H DH V)

Earlier work on this programme was reported in the previous (CAF National Review (IJ. Since then an extensive coupon
test programme has been completed. This covered both constant amplitude and flight-by-flight loading on steel and

aluminium alloy coupons having a representative range of thicknesses.

A main spar and centre-section which were removed from a fleet aircraft after 3000 hours service have been run for a

further 8000 hours of RAAF fighter conversion squadron spectrum flight-by-flight loading. This spar was also modified

to incorporate several over-drilled holes which have been found in service aircraft. Failure finally occurred at a
different location altogether, in the inboard section of the lower spar cap.

The project is delayed at present by the inability of our computer crack-growth model to predict the test results with

sufficient accuracy to give the confidence to apply it to other areas. When this problem is resolved the project will be

completed, and tne expertise gained then may be applied to predict lives for other aircraft in the RAAF fleet which do
not have such a good data base of service experience and test results.
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9.2.3 GAP Nomad (L.r. fuller - ASTA)

Progress on the Nomad full-scale fatigue test has been reported regularly in past ICAF Reviews and the technical results

of the overall program me are published regularly in Project Notes and Certification Reports.

One of the more significant aspects highlighted by the fatigue testing programme has been the discovery of the fatigue-

sensitive nature of the stub-wing [1]. Following the failure of the second stub-wng front spar upper cap at the wing

strut pick-up fitting position in 1985 after only 37,000 flights (the first stub-wing also failed at this location after

138,00 flights), the stut)-wiig was rebuilt with a new spar. The opportu.iity was taken to rework all holes in fatigue-

prone regions of the new spar using the cold-expansion process.

To the end of February 1989 the stub-wing had survived over 100,000 flights. By 50,00U flights a crack had propagated

from the primary fatigue-critical hole to the nearby free edge and another had initiated at the opposite position in the

hole. There has been no measureable growth of this second crack since that time. This is an encouraging result, the full

implications of which will become clear only after the cracking has been allowed to run its lull course and fractography

has been carried out.

It was reported in the previous Review [11 that the test loading was to be increased when the stub-wing had reached

50.000 flights with the aim of forcing failure of the main wing. This plan has been deferred so that cracking in the

fatigue-critical cold-expanded hole may be quantified under normal loadings.

The total Nomad fatigue programme comprises some 22 subprogrammes or work packages which are currently in

progress. Briefly, these include the following:

(a) full-scale fatigue test

(b) flight testing programme and ground calibration for a dedicated flight test aircraft

(c) component fatigue tests on

(1) flight control system components

(2) wing strut interfaces

(3) life-improvement designs for (1)

(d) fatigue life improvement of the critical stub-wing region based on coupon testing. The effect of cold-working on

holes with edge-margins from 1.5 to 0.8 in stub-wirng spar sections is being quantified.

(e) miscellaneous investigations such as fracture toughness testing and residual stress estimation

(f) fatigue certification for the various Nomad models operating in their respective roles.

The total number of crack sites discovered in the fatigue test airframe now exceeds 330, although the great majority of

these are, as previously reported, in the "nuisance" category. Details of all cracking are provided in [3].

9.2.4 F-1l1 Wing Pivot Fitting Boron/Epoxy Doublers (B.C. Hoskin, A.A. Baker, R. Jones - ARL)

In oruer to improve the fatigue performance of the Australian F-111 fleet, ARL, at the request of the RAAF, is

developing a system of boron/epoxy doublers for application to the upper plate of the wing pivot fitting (WPF). As shown

in Fig. 1, two doublers are used for each WPF; they are adhesively bonded to the D6ac ultra-high strength steel plate of

the WPF and also to the aluminium alloy wing skin. These doublers are much thicker than any other composite doublers

used by ARL to date, having a maximum thickness in excess of 100 plies or about 13 mm.

Finite element analyses predicted that the doublers would lead to a stress reduction of around 30% in certain fatigue-

critical areas of the WPF (namely at the run-outs of integral stiffeners on the inside of the upper plate) and strain

surveys on a full-scale wiiig verified this. In the full-scale tests the wing was loaded by the same jack arrangement as is
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used in the standard cold proof load test (CPLT) to which all F-lll's are regularly subjected in a rig designed by Hawker

de Havilland, Victoria (Fig. 2). Because the test wing was one salvaged from a crasheO aircraft, and to which "oiler-

plate" repairs had been made, the strain survey was conducted at 40% of the proof loads: however, the wing with

doublers was subsequently satisfactorily tested to 100% of the proof loads under ambient conditions. In an attempt to

simulate CPLT conditions as faras the doublers were conceried, the WPF was then enclosed in a chamber and cooled to

-4t 0 C. The wing was satisfactorily tested to 100 % proof down-load and then to 98 % proof up-load; at that stage the test

wing failed in the area of a boiler-plate repair.

Considerable effort has been devoted to materials engineering aspects of this development especially as regards the

choice of adhesive and the surface treatment of both the steel and the aluminium alloy prior to bonding. Briefly, a

procedure based on grit-blasting followed by silane application was adopted, in conjunction with the use of FM 73

adhesive. Likewise, the establishment of the cure cycle required detailed investigation. The durability of the doubler

system, and especially of tne aahesive bonds is currently being examined by fatigue tests on large dog-bone specimens;

the load spectrum being applied here includes simulated CPLT's.

A procedure, and the associated equipment, permitting fitment of the doublers to the aircraft wing in-situ was

developed. In order to minimise thermal mis-match problemb arising because of the substantially smaller value of the

expansion coefficient of boron/epoxy compared with steel and (especially) aluminium alloy, the doublers are applied with
the wing under load. The application procedure was validated first on the structural test wing. A prototype doubler

system was successfully applied to one wing of a fleet aircraft in 1987 and has performed satisfactorily to date. A full

doubler system was appliad tc another aircraft in late 1988; this aircraft is scheduled to undergo CPLT, which is the

most severe condition for the doublers, during 1989.

9.2.5 Pilatus PC-9/A Fatigue Sustantiation (1.D. McArthur - H DH)

The PC-9/A aircraft iS the Australian-built version of the Swiss PC-9 turbo-prop trainer now entering service with the

RAAF. Some 67 PC-9/As are to be built over the next four years.

Because no full-scale fatigue test has been carried out on the PC-9, H DH has been contracted to provide input to a

fatigue substantiation programme on this aircraft. Pilatus design and test data have been ai'alysea and control points

ana associated strain gauge locations are being decided. In brief, the areas considered fatigue sensitive are (1) for

normal g loading: the cockpit longerons, main spar and wing bend region, (2) for normal g loading and landing loads: wing

inner skins and splices and (3) for lateral gusts and spinning: the fin spar and attachments.

9.2.6 Pilatus PC-9/A Fatigue Test (J.M. Grandage - ARL)

The RAAF is acquiring a fleet of 67 Pilatus PC-9 trainer aircraft manufactured by Hawker de Havilland. Since no full-

scale fatigue test on either the PC-9 or its predecessor, the PC-7, has been performed, the RAAF has commissioned a

full-scale test to be carried out at ARL. The test is scheduled to commence in 1991.

Flight strain data will be recorded as an input to the test, first as an aid in developing the test loading sequence and

secondly as a data set for comparing with strains to be measured on the fatigue test airframe. It is expected that loads

will be applied to the wings, landing gear, fuselage and horizontal and vertical tailplanes. The severity of the loading

sequence will be based on a combination of RAAF operational predictions, flignt trials data and the fatigue loading data
monitored throughout the fleet at the time. Loads will be monitored by fatigue meters fittea to the whole fleet, and it

is also planned to fit AFDAS strain recorders to 13 aircraft. Current work is aimed at defining fatigue critical areas and

recommending strain gauge locations for the flight test aircraft, the fatigue test aircraft and the AFOAS installation.
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9.2.7 F/A-18 Fatigue Test Programme (A.D. Graham - ARL)

The aim of the F/A-t6 full-scale fatigue test programme is to establish the economic life of the F/A-I6 aircraft as

operated by the RAAF and the Canadian Air Force. Tile magnitude of the total task has led to ail agreement with

Canada to share the full-scale testing. Canada will test the centre fuselage/wing structure and Australia (ARL) will test

the aft fuselage and empennage structure.

The Australian test will require the iimultaneous application of dynumic arid manoeuvre loading to the test article in

order to achieve confidence that the test results are a valid representation of service usage. In flight, the dynamic

loading oil the empennage iz induced by vortices which are geiierated by the leading edge extensions of the wings at high

angles of attack (AOA), Fig. 3. For angles of attack between IU arid 260 the vortices sweep over the wings and impinge

upon the horizontal stabilators, exciting the stabilator natural frequencie , predominantly those at 45 Hz and 89 Hz,

peak response occuring at an AOA of about 180. For angles of attack between 160 and 420, the vortices impinge upon

the vertical tails, and excite two dominant modes, a torsion mode at 45 Hz with a peak response at an AOA of about 200,

and a primary bending mode at 15 liz with a peak response at around 230. These situations are indicated

diagrammatically in Fig. 4.

The Autralian test will endeavour to apply manoeuvre loads to the structure using air springs distributed over the tail

and stabilator surfaces whilst applying simultaneously, in the correct time sequence, the dynamic buffet loads using high

frequency electro-hydraulic shakers. The test is scheduled to begin in 1992 and to reach two lifetimes (12,000 hrs) by

1994.

9.2.8 F/A-18 Bulkhead Test (G.W. Revill - ARL)

ARL is fatigue testing one of the three bulkheads which distribute the wing loads into the fuselage of the F/A-18

aircraft. The FS 488 bulkhead, Fig, 5, is 2150mm wide by 1350mm high arid was machined from a 137mm thick plate of

7050 T7451 aluminium alloy. The loads are transmitted to the bulkhead by two pins for each wing with each pin carrying

a load of about one meganewton at the maximum vertical acceleration of 9.25g. The ARL test rig is shown

schematically in Fig. 6.

These bulkheads on the first 30 aircraft of the Australian fleet differ from those in later aircraft. The flange fillet

profiles, Fig. 7, of the earlier bulkheads are such that their fatigue lives might be inadequate. It is intended that these

early bulkheads be modified to conform to the later design at about 2000 flying hours (one third of required life). A

fatigue test was required to prove that these aircraft would be safe until then. While similar tests have been carried out

by Northrop, a bulkhead with this fillet profile was not included. Further, the Northrop tests excluded the longeron

recess fillet so the ARL test is to validate this and other critical areas to the full required life.

The loading sequence used by Northrop was derived for the US Navy arid was intended to represent an extremely severe

loading spectrum. The life under this spectrum was to be divided by a scatter factor of two to assess the safe life.

However, calculations based on the early records of Australian usage indicated that it was at least as severe as the Navy

test spectrum: the life under that spectrum should be considered an estimate of life under service loading and a scatter

factor of three would then need to be applied to obtain a safe life. On this basis the fatigue test was run to 6000

simulated flying hours with the unmodified flange fillet profile to demonstrate a safe life of 2000 hours. The bulkhead is

now awaiting delivery of the jigs and tooling that will be used to modify the fillet. When the modification is complete

the test will be continued to failure but the flange fillets will be excluded from test consideration and any cracks

subsequently found there will be removed: attention will focus tMen on the suspect nearby longeron recess fillet region.

Having completed 6000 simulated flying hours the test article has been the subject of extensive N Dl, with and without

applied load, using dye penetrant and eddy-current examination and no cracks have been identified. Further
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examinations will be made before the test continues. The ARL SPATE equipment, Section 9.4.8, has also been used to

carry out stress surveys of the areas of interest and one of these is shown in Fig. 8.

Before the fatigue test began, silicone rubber moulds were made of critical areas to provide a record of surface finish

and defects. It is now believed that the IVD (Ion Vapour Deposition) coating on the bulkhead surface retained some of

the silicone compounds which later caused difficulties in properly bonding the strain gauges aiid may have reduced the

sensitivity of the dye penetrant testing.

A series of coupon tests is underway to check the ratio of lives calculated under the Australian and US sequences.

Because bulkhead material has been difficult to obtain, the initial series of tests are using specimens of 2L65 material

(similar to 2014): the results so far do not contradict the calculations of the severity o1 the early Australian usage. This

result will be confirmed with 705'-T7451 specimens as soon as that material is available.

9.2.9 Fatigue Monitoring of RAAF Aircraft (P.J. Foden - H D H V)

9.2.9.1 F/A-18

The final implementation phase for the F/A-18 Maintenance Data and Service Life Monitoring System (MD&SLMS) was

implemented during 1988 when the acceptance testing was completed on the central computing facility software at

HdHV and formal project completion was acknowledged by the RAAF. The backlog of flight data for analysis by the

central facility has been significantly reduced during 1988 and fleet management reports on airtrame fatigue life have

been forwarded to the RAAF. The damage rates on structural fatigue are being more closely monitored. Software

enhancements to the unit computing facilities are allowing airframe and engine fstigue data to be processed and

reviewed on a weekly basis.

During 1989, the strain data and aircraft useage information recorded by the central computer will play an important

role in determining the Australian useage spectrum. This information will contribute to the loading spectrum for the

fatigue test on the F/A-18 aft fuselage structure (Section 9.2.7).

9.2.9.2 P-1ll

The successful completion of AFDAS into the prototype F-111 aircraft in 1985 has led to adoption of the system on a

wider basis throughout the fleet. Ten aircraft are being modified and fitted with the MK111 AFDAS system. This will

lead to better overall fleet monitoring for all aircraft.

A DADTA study on the aircraft structure has commenced. The activities to date have centred on the derivation of a

representative spectrum for the Australian fleet aircraft. The intention is to apply this spectrum to the General

Dynamics suite of software and hence ascertain a benchmark for the performance of Australian aircraft compared to

American aircraft.

9.2.9.3 Nomad

The incorporation of AFDAS fatigue monitoring equipment to the Nomad aircraft has been suspended by the RAAF until

further flight test data have been evaluated. The present concern is the fatigue performance of the stub wing in rugged

military operations.

9.2.9.4 C-130

A gradual change in the spectrum usage profile has been detected since the DADTA analysis in 1983. The spectrum is

presently being examined and the impact of profile changes to the crack growth performance in some structural areas is

under evaluation.
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9.2.9.5 Macchi MB 326 H

Activities have centred on the selection of aircraft for the formation of the lead fighter training and fleet support

aircraft for the RAAF. The selection criteria for these aircraft will depend on the level o fatigue dainage on the wings

aid the mocdiication status of the aircraft to undertake tie riew role. rne fitting of AFUAS to aircraft under thti new

role 1s nOt likely because of fiinancial and reduced life-ot -type ColiiderauItois.

9.2.10 Helicopter Gear Fatigue Life (K.F. Fraser - ARL)

Unoer programmes sponsored by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN), ARL has estimated the sate fatigue lives of main

rotor gear box CMRGB) gears for the Wessex A.k 31B and theSea King Vlk 50 helicopters operated by the RAN. For both

of these aircraft the manufacturer specified fatigue-dseara liveu for some gears. The aim of both programmes was to

substantiate, or revise, safe hve, for Nustralian operating conditionts. A UK study which suggested that promulgated

lives for ,e.iex gears could be very optimistic provided by strong impetus for the worK On Wessex. The work oii 6essex

was completed in 1978 and that for Sea King in 1986.

In both programm.es the helicopter manufacturer provided gear fatigue data in the form of cycles to failure as a function

of transmitted power (directly related to gear tooth stress). Loads data in the form of in-flight gear torque

measuremeints were acquired in Australia over an extended flying period (about 250 hour , in each of two aircraft for

each programme) for normal aircraft operations.

The fatigue stress of major interest for gears is the tooth root bending stress and in the case of two gears in simple mesh

each tooth will experience on. load cycle per revolution. The tooth root bending stress is proportional to applied

torque. For helicopters, the rotational speed of the mechanical system is essentially constant so the rate of application

of load cycles is a known constant. Hence the fatigue life expenditure can be estimated if the torque spectrum (total

time in various torquebands) is known.

In the Wessex programme total tiiies in 10 torquebands were accumulated and a ground station analysis was used to

estimate safe fatigue lives for Australian operating conditions. Analysis of the acquired data revealed that the MRGB

gear fatigue lives promulgated by the manufacturer were valid for RAN operating conditions L41.

In the Sea King programme the gear fatigue data were incorporated in an airborne microprocessor program and the

fatigue life usage of critical gears was estimated and indicated in real-time during flight (5].

The Sea King programme revealed that, for RAN operating conditions, the fatigue lives of MRGB gears should exceed

the LOr of the aircraft. The proJramme also demonstrated the practicality of estimating gear fatigue life usage during

flight (6]. The techniques develope I could be implemented in comprehensive helicopter health and life usage monitoring

systems which are likely to come into service across helicopter fleets in the foreseeable future (7].

9.2.11 Black Hawk Fatigue Substantiation (K.F. Fraser - ARL)

Under a programme sponsored by the RAAF, ARL has beei tasked to undertake a fatigue substantiation programme for

the S-70A-9 Black llawk helicopter operated by the Australian Army. The programme will involve the measurement of

flight parameters and selected load parameters relating to the powertrain, rotor system, flight control system and

airframe. A major aim of the programme is to compare mission severity for Australian operations with the theoretical

mission spectrum which forms the basis for the promulgated fatigue lives of components. It is proposed that data will be

collected oil sample aircraft for a limited period. Initial work is being undertaken on the integration of suitable data

system elemelnts for airborne data logging and ground station data recovery.
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9.3 FATIGUE IN CIVIL AIRCRAFT

9.3.1 Douglas OC-9 Remr Pressure Bulkhead Attachment (R.B. Douglas - CAA)

A massive crack has recently been discovered in the rear pressure bulkhead in an ,ustralian registered DC9-30
aeroplane. The defect consists of a 24-inch circumferential crack in the stem of the T to which the bulkhead web

attaches. The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 9, and part of the fracture surface in Fig. 10. The aircraft had

achieved 36079 cycles, 40336 hours. Laboratory examination [8] has conlirmed the crack a" multiple orimpn fatigue. Ne

initiation sites are on the forward face, and extend over most of the crack length. The crack had entered an unstable

growth phase and complete failure - probably catastrophic - was im in iient.

The crack was detected visually from the aft lace during a scheduled 0 cheek. However, it is alarming that cracking of

such an extent was present at the initial inspection threshold. It is also noted that, since the cracks initiate on the

forward face under the web, they are not visually detectable until they penetrate through the thickness, even though

extensive multiple site damage may be present.

The aircraft operator has noted that through-cracks of smaller circumferential length would also be difficult to detect,

since even this large crack was not obvious. Access is difficult and requires removal of APU and air conditioning

equipment, and thorough cleaning to remove insulation, sealant etc.

The most effective inspection would appear to be an Eddy-current technique, and in fact such a technique is given by the

manufacturer's inspection instructions as an option. The Australian operator has now developed an ennanced Eddy-

current procedure.

Although the investigation is not yet complete, the indications are that the inspection threshold and repetitive intervals

need to be reduced, that the Eddy-current inspection method is the preferred option, and that aircraft which have

previously been inspected visually need re-inspection.

9.3.2 Cessna Series 400 Spar Strap Modification (S. Dutton - HDH)

CAA Airworthiness Directive Cessna 400/40, Amendment 8, has reduced the safe life of all series 400 (4028, 421B,
402C, 421C) wing spars. To comply with the AD, aircraft life extension must be achieved by spar replacement.

As an alternative to spar replacement, HDH has designed an external fail-safe strap for critical regions of the lower spar

cap such that in the event of spar failure, the strap will carry subsequent wing loads: the design has CAA approval.

There are some detail differences between straps for various models within the series to acco-c'- te various engine

installations, spar cross sections and service loadings.

The straps (up to four laminates) are riveted through the lower spar cap at existing rivet positions. Prior to installation,

and with these rivets removed, the spar cap is inspected for cracks with an Eddy-current detector using a technique

which scans each (vacant) hole. If cracks are discovered, the modification is not proceeded with.

The strap is designed using Damage Tolerance philosophy. An initial (manufacturing) flaw is assumed to exist and the

rate of growth is estimated using in-flight measured stresses. To assure safety, these rates are then assumed to

accelerate by a factor of 3.5 to account for variability. Inspection intervals are then set using this accelerated growth
rate curve and from established statistical data such that there is a 95% probability of detection. By this approach no

safe-life is guaranteed but the wing is serviceable subiject to a clean inspection result.

Fig. II shows tvomcal details of the extent and location of the straps.
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9.3.3 Janus Glider Wing Fatigue Test (R.8. Douglas - CAA. L.A. Wood - RIIT)

Progress nn this test has been reported in previous ICAF Reviews: the present situation Ls detailed in [9J. The test

speci7eia comprises a complete tip-to-tip wing atenbly. The starboard wing is one wrieli was Dadly damaged in a major

9.-ideit, anio which has been tully repaired using ai variety of teeliniqus. rhe port wing was purcna~ed new from the

factory. A total of 300 electrical resistance strain gauges were installed during repair/manufacture.

The test load spectrum was derived from fligtt loads mieasurenents on a number od gliders ii service in Australia. It is a

composite spectrum representing 15 separate flight protile covering a mix of ao-niitio arid post-solo training, cross

country flying, competition flying, aerobatics, and both aerolow and wiicn launehing in the ratio of about 2.2:1

respectively and at aii overall average of about 0.6 flights per hour. The spectrum is divided into 6 load ranges (12

level.) and the loach are applied in a random sequence in olocks ot 29434 turning points representing 294 tlight hours.

Each block takes about 32 hours of rig running time. The highest loads of -6g and -2.6g occur once every 6000 simulated

hours and are applied manually. The load levels have been factored up from those measured, in order to achieve the now

coin monly used design stress level of 300 NIPa at 9g ultimate load. These were based on the results of flight and test rig

strain surveys and a detailed finite element analysis.

Detailed inspections are conducted at intervals of 100130 flight hours aid include measurement Of viDration modes and

frequencies every 3u3 hours. As at December 1988 the test had achieved 120U0 simulated hours, at which time a major

inspectioii was carried out.

No major structural prolens have been found so far. The most receit incident was the failure of a whiffle tree link

(steel cable) during the 60u0 hour 6g (5.9g achieved) limit load application. The safety link held aid no other damage

was incurred; all similar links have since been replaced as a precaution.

There have been numerous instances of skin cracking in the sterboard (repaired) wing which all appear to be associated

either with repairs or with ddmage itcurred in the aircraft crash, some of whicii was deliberately left unrepaired and

some of which was undetected. These cracks, most of which would be repaired immediately if found in service, do not

measurably aifect tne stitfness, mode shapes or frequencies and are thus not considered to be significant structurally.

Some have been repaired, others are being monitored.

One detect has been found in the port (factory suppliedl wing, involviig skin cracking at the lower surface skin/root

rib/spar junction. This crack was initially detected and repaired early in the test. Recent failure of the associated

strain gauges, and visual indications, now indicate failure of the repair. This is oeing monitored.

Static deflection checks have shown that the wing stiffness is unchanged. Vibration checks have shown that with one

exception the modes and frequencies are also unchanged. The exception is a 3% drop in the frequency of the first anti-

symmetric mode. This mode involves rotation in the centre section joint and is most likely the result of wear and/or

lubrication changes in the wing attachment pin and socKet joints. This is being monitored at each major inspection. The

test rig is shown in Fig. 12.

An investigation into mechanisms of failure in sailplane gel coats has been completed. Premature gel coat cracking can

result in potential cracking of the composite matrix. The cracking was found to result primarily from incorrect

formulation of the gel coat t9(e1l.

9.3.4 Bell 214ST Main Rotor Drag Brace (R.B. Douglas - CAA)

In March 1988 an Australian registered Bell 214ST helicopter experienced severe in-flight vibrations and control

difficulties and was forced to ditch in the Timor sea. A heavy sea was running and, on touchdown, one main rotor blade
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struck a wave and tne helicopter overturned. Alter evacuation of the passengers and crew the aircraft sank; all 15 on

board were subsequently rescued,

When the wreck was recovered after 6 weeks in 30 fathoms, it was foulid that one main rotor blade drag brace had failed

in fatigue [10J. The failure had occurred in the 1.25-inch diameter threaded portion of the rod, under the innermost of

two nuts which clamp the blade attachment yoke at the outer end of the brace. The assembly is shown in Fig. 13, the

broken drag brace and the fracture surface after cleaning in Fig. 14.

The plane of the fracture was located three threads in from the face of the nut and was normal to the axis of the

brace. A secondary fatigue crack had propagated from the thread adjacent to the face of the nut and had intersected

the primary crack, releasing a small wedge shaped section which was not recovered. Cracks were also evident in two

threads inboard from the primary crack.

Despite an extensive laboratory fractographic and metallurgical examination, no specific cause for tihe failure has been

found. There was no corrosion found in the threads; there was, however, some damage to the cadmium plating which was

not found on the other drag brace. It has been suggested that some loss of nut torque may have caused the failure; this

has not been confirmed.

The manufacturer has conducted a flight strain and loads survey and a fatigue test program in eiideavour to explain the

failure. Whilst test failures were produced, they occurred under the outer nut and thus did not reproduce the service

failure whicn remains unexplained.

The manufacturer has subsequently introduced a redesigned drag brace of substantially increased sectional area and with

some refinements, including a material change to 15/5 PH stainless steel.

9.3.i Aerospatiale SA330J Puma Main Rotor Spindle (R.B. Douglas - CAA)

In May 1987 an Australian registered Aerospatiale SA33UJ Puma helicopter experienced a failure of one of the two

flapping hinge lugs on one main rotor blade spindle during an off-shore flight with 17 people on board. The resulting out-

of-balance forces caused severe vibrations and control difficulties; however, the crew were able to descend ana hover-

taxi to a barge where the machine was landed safely.

Laboratory examination [11] of tne fracture surfaces revealed the presence of fatigue. The fatigue cracking had

initiated in an area damaged by fretting on the inner surface of the lug. This fretting resulted from the inner bearing

race of tne flappigg hinge pin assembly contacting the lug face. The offending spindle is shown in Figs. 15 and 16; note

the bend in the remaining lug.

Measurement of the crack propagation rate showed that one lug fracture propagated, from a crack depth of 3.4mm to

complete failure, in approximately 180 start/stop cycles. Taking the average start up/shut down time of 1 hour 15

minutes for this operation, it was estimated that this occurred over a period of 225 flight hours and the crack in the

lower section of the lug propagated from 4.3mm to failure in 100 cycles i.e. 125 hours. The time since last overhaul was

reported to be 989 hours. The head had also been removed for minor repairs 398 hours prior to failure, but had not been

disassembled at that time.

The investigation also brought to light tne fact that the maintenance manual required disassembly and inspection of the

lugs for fretting and cracking at 800 hours. This inspection had been overlooked for this aircraft, partly because the

requirement was not highlighted as a safety-of-flight critical inspection (there had been previous similar failures

overseas); and also because the operator believed that all heads in his fleet had been actory modified to a later

configuration which mncorporated an anti-fretting modification.
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9.4 FATIGUE DAMAGED STRUCTURE: ANALYSIS, DETECTION AND REPAIR

9.4.1 Development of Non-Linear Finite Element Software (G.P. Steven - UOS)

The fracture zones associated with fatigue failure or the cold worked regioos near holes involve material being stressed

beyond yield. For such situations a Finite Element code needs to be able to analyse sucn physical states.

The (ela=tic) STRAN 0 5 FE code, which has been totally developed and sourced in Australia, i being extended to cover

both non-linear material ard non-linear geometric behaviour. At present some benchmarik problems have been analysed

in both these categories [12].

The final outcome is to oe a fully developed easy-to-use non-linear code with full graphics pre- and post-processing.

9.4.2 Stress Analysis of Cold-Expanded Holes (G.S. Jost. R.P. Carey - ARL)

The work oln two-dimensional plane-stress and plane-strain finite element analyses of cold-expanded holes in large plates

[13] reported in the previous Review has been extended to a three-dimensional case in whicit hole diameter is equal to

plate thickness [141. A comparison of this case with tle two-dimensional solutions showed that, as expected, interior

stresses and strains for the 3-D case were well approximated by the 2-D plane-strain solutions. However, surface

stresses and strains for the 3-D case were poorly approximated by 2-D plane-stress solutions, the greatest discrepancy

occurring in the region o1 greatest interest, i.e. near the hole.

A comparison has also been made of the plane-strain 2-D finite element solution referred to above [131 with analytically-

derived solutions using deformation theory (.S]; the agreement between the two is remarkably close, Fig. 17. Reference

[15J gives closed-form expressions, which are readily evaluated, for all stresses and strains of interest associated with

the cold-working of holes in an elastic-perfectly plastic material. The effect of reaming is also examined there and is

found to have a negligible effect in relieving residual stresses near the hole.

9.4.3 Fatigue Life Enlancement (J.G. Sparrow - ARL)

Earlier work ott the Boeing split-sleeve cold-expansion process and its benefits in fatigue life enhancement was reported

in the previous Review [I1. Whilst most overseas studies have concentrated on the application of the process to

relatively thin sections, ARL effort has been directed more towards the assessment of the fatigue life enhancement of

thick (8-35mm) sections. Fatigije tests have been conducted on thick aluminium alloy specimens and simple joints with

holes cold-expanded, either as a single thickness of material, or as part of a stack-up between aluminium or steel side

plates. Increases in fatigue life by a factor of at least 6 for open hole specimens and somewhat less than 3 for bolted

joint specimens were achieved. However, as the fatigue lailures in the bolted-joint specimens with cold-expanded holes

initiated by fretting several millimeters away from the holes, the full potential benefits of cold expansion may not have

been attained in this case [16J.

A comparison of fatigue lives of thick aluminium sections with and without the benefits of cold-expansion has

demonstrated that fatigue improvement by a factor of 7 can be achieved even if small (0.75mm) residual fatigue cracks

were present before cold-expansion. The ratio of the lives of holes cold-expanded with such small residual cracks

compared to the remaining lives of similarly cracked specimens without cold-expansion was approximately 45. Cold-

expanded hole fracture3 displayed a marked disparity in crack depths adjacent to the two faces of the specimens.

Considerable differences were evident in crack depths and fatigue crack areas at failure between cold-expanded and

noti-cold-expanded hole specimens. These findings have ramifications in the damage tolerance assessment of aircraft

structures, in particular with regard to crack inspection techniques adopted, assignment of inspection intervals and

nomination of critical crack sizes [171,
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9.4.4 Use of Adhesive Inserts to Extend the Fatigue Life of Cracked Fastener Boles (J.F. Williams - UOM)

In aircraft wings the aerodynamic loads are transferred from the wing skin to the spars by means of bolted and riveted

joints. These joints are one of the main causes of cracking and often determine the fatigue life of the structure.

Although recent studies have shown that the use of solid bonded inserts can significantly increase fatigue life, this has

been done on uneracKed holes and the numerical analyses have concentrated on holes containing cracks unrepresentative

of realistic damage.

This project is investigating the on-site repairability of holes containing existing, real cracks by bonding into the hole a

(stiffer) steel sleeve using epoxy resin and avoiding the (current) necessity el having to return the structure to a major

depot for reworking. The use of a sleeve, of course, minimises the opening and closing of the crack under repetitive

fatigue loading and also allows the rivet or bolt to oe inserted or removed as desired. This repair may then be

augmented by the use of an externally bonded paten.

A series of experiments was performed on pre-cracked specimens in both the repaired and unrepaired conditions at

constant amplitude loading to determine their respective fatigue lives. The reason for doing this was to establish that
the method will work for holes containing existing cracks and to establish the maximum cracx size that can be

successfully repaired by this method. The repaired component was then tested under the same load spectrum. When

using a steel sleeve and an external patch no crack growth occured and tests were stopped after a life increase of 100-

fold had been achieved (18].

9.4.5 Collaborative Bonded Bush Investigation (G.S. Jost, J.M. Finney - ARL)

The use of adhesively bonded bushes in cracked holes to extend subsequent fatigue life has been discussed previously

(1]. Preliminary experimental studies, Section 9.4.4 and [18,19), have indicated that the process does achieve very useful

increases in life, at least under constant amplituoe loading. A collaborative programme is now being set up between the

RAE and ARL aimed at further quantifying the effectiveness of this process under variable amplitude loading.

Simple aluminium alloy specimens, each containing an open cracked hole into whicn a steel bush has been adhesivel)

bonded, will be tested under FALSTAFF loading at two stress levels. Other variables beiig considered for inclusion in

the testing programme are the type of adhesive, adhesive thickness and crack shape. The number and extent of all the

possible variables are being deliberately limited to achieve test data for all combinations of those variables being varied:
subsequent statistical analysis should then be free of problems associated with missing data.

9.4.6 Strain-Energy-Density in Fatigue (M. Helter - ARL)

By considering the remote loading of a cold-expanded hole it has been shown that the local strain energy density field

and the global work do not remain in phase. The observed increase in fatigue life (20] may be understood in terms of this

phase cnange: in general it may be either beneficial or detrimeiitat depending upon the sign of the applied load, i.e. it

may result in energy adding to or subtracting from the mean energy level. It has been used to explain the failure of

stiffener runouts in the wing pivot fittings of F-1l aircraft and to assist in designing the repair and local changes in

stiffener geometry [211.

9.4.7 MultiFaRe Interacting Fatigue Cracks (D.G. Ford - ARL)

Since the last ICAF Conference this general purpose fatigue reliaility program has been restructured in terms of

(Pascal) linked lists of records for loading actions, damage and cracking. There will now be no theoretical limit on the

number el critical regions included, and the program will allow up to the same number of separate loading actions. (It
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may become convenient to remove this restriction; the reprogramming ib trivial). The multiplicity of loading actions has

forced consideration of turning point times as the simplest means of allowing for relative sequelncing.

Tne calculation of crack growth or of cumulative damage it) a structure follow by the ,ioving of ailferemtital equations.

In current practice damage is integrated numerically (though crudely,. see Sectioni 9.4.10.) wnilst the only way to predict

crackl growth with interaction is via direct simulation, often witn very long sequenice. These heavy computational loads

have motivated improvements. included in 'lultiFaRe, which are described below.

In MvultiFaRe. uaamage or crack rates may be found via direct load -imuLition but there is also provision for special short

sequences which (albeit in different order) supply terms in quadrature formulae. Special quadrature formulae have been

developed wnich are accurate to the fifth order in distribution function but have equal weights at particular evaluation

points as in Gauss-Legendre formulae. These points correspond (through exceedance levels etc) to special points on a

Goodman diagram of range-pair densities. If tneir turning-points are sequenced to preserve thase ran~ge-pairs and if

range-pairs uniquely define crack growth, short "typical" sequences may be designed which match single crack growth

now predicted by long simulations, including any form of preload or overload interaction which is differentiable.

For several cracks such sequences may be repeateo and interleaved with other loading actions to shorten combined-load

sequences. Such interleaving, which includes phase relations, requires turning point times to allow for appropriate

stressing under combined loading.

The development of MultiFaRe now awaits first order reliability, general validation and documentation.

9.4.8 Experimental Stress Measurement (J.G. Sparrow - ARL)

The SPATE 8000 thermoelastic stress analyser continues to find application in stress mapping of specimens under loading

in electro-hydraulic fatigue testing machines, and in the study of aircraft components under test in the laboratory.

Examples of the latter include an evaluation of stress in a boron/epoxy reinforcement attached to the F-IIIC wing pivot

fitting; an' an assessment of a critical area of an F/A-8 fuselage bulkhead. Thermoelastic measurements have also

been employed in NDE of composite specimens, in the examination of impact damage growth [22] and in the study of

crack extension of a metallic substructure overlaid with a composite reinforcement panel. A test methodology based on

the SPATE 8000 has been developed for the study of heating acid cooling phenomena in grossly rapidly deformed tensile

metallic bars [231. When used in conjunction with a large deformation finite element analysis this yields an excellent

representation of the true stress-strain curve and the plastic state variable Z used in the Stouffer-Bodner theory of

incremental plasticity. A theoretical study has demonstrated a procedure for decomposing bulk stress data (measured by

SPA'TE) into individual stress components I24!

In the previous Review mention was made of the experimental and theoretical demonstration of the need for a

modification of Kelvin's treatment of the thermoelastic effect. Kelvin's law states that, under adiabatic conditions, the

rate of cnange of temperature of a dynamically loaded body is directly related to the rate of cnange of the principal

stress sum. It has now been shown that the thermal response of a cyclically loaded body is a function not only of the

dynamic component of stress, but also of the static component. This finding has led to the suggestion that residual

stresses within a material might be detected using this phenomenon. As a practical demonstration of the use of the

SPATE 80U thermoelastic stress analyser for the measurement of residual stress, a simple test specimen was loaded in a

four-point bending rig to produce a known residual stress distribution across the width of the specimen. SPATE scans of

a 2024-T351 aluminium alloy specimen containing residual stresses and a similar specimen without such stresses are

shown in Figs. 18. The SPATE derived residual stresses are shown in Fig. 19 compared to the predicted values based on

strain gauge results [25-291
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Instrumentation for holographic interferometry has been extended by the acquisition of a powerful pulsed laser. This

laser will initially be deployed in developing techniques for holographic stress measurements under laboratory conditions

and in the N DE of composite panels following earlier N DE work using a continuous laser [301L Holographic

interferometry, using a low power continuous He/Ne laser is also being applied to the detection of ill-fitting compressor

blades using a technique demonstrated in a preliminary study. The possible extension to an in-situ procedure uing the

pulsed laser is to be investigated.

Both in-plane and shadow moire techniques are regularly applied in the laboratory particularly in the monitoring of

damage growth in composite specimens under fatigue loading [31J.

9.4.9 Sensitivity of Fatigue Crack Growth Prediction to Data Representation (J.M. Finney - ARL)

Currently, there is no fatigue crack growth model which accurately predicts growth under all circumstances without

restorting to experimental calibrations. In the case of the Wheeler model, the value of the retardation exponent "Im" is

obtained by comparing predicted crack growth curves using several m-values with an experimental curve obtained under

spectrum loading, and selecting tne closest match. Experience has shown that the exponent is stress-scale and crack-

shape dependent.

An examination has been conducted to determine any influence also of the method chosen to represent the base growth

rate data on the exponent (and hence on subsequent predicted life) (321. Four representations of the same growth rate

data were used :

1. da/dN - 6K data tabulations with no restriction of R on AK, i.e. aK = (l-R)Kmax.

2. As 1. except that 6K = Kmax for R < 0 (i.e. truncation of the stress range at zero).

3. Curve fitting the da/dN - AK data using the Forman equation, da/dN = C( A&)nA(l~R)Ke - AK]

4. Correlating the R-effect on da/dN - &K by the Schijve equation,

&Keff = AK ((U.55 + 0.35H + 0.1R 2 ), and

using a single best-fit curve.

For a flight-by-flight load sequence used for testing Mirage aircraft the following m-calibrations were obtained for

centre-cracked tension specimens.

Wheeler rn-exponent calibrations for Mirage aircraft test sequence

da/dN - &K data stress

representation method 13.33 MPa/g 17.98 MPa/g

Data tabulations:

(i full-range definition of 6K 0.70 1.70
(i) truncated definition of LK 0.55 1.00

Curve fits:

Forman equation (with (i) above) 0.85 2.30

AKeff (with (i) above) 0.30 0.85

Not only is the m- calibration value dependent on stress scale, but it is also quite sensitive to the method of representing

the base growth rate data: at both stress levels there is a variation of approximately 3:1.
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It is thus apparent that, for any practical use of the Wheeler model, twe growth rate data representation method should

be stated alongside any reported calibration values. Such information is rarely given and two questions aribe:

1. What "errors" in predicted crack growth life can occur if calibration values are taken from the literature and

applied without any knowledge of the method used to represent the basic da/dN - AK data? Considering only the

representation schemes above, it was found tnat predictions may be in error by lactors ranging from 1.5 to 3.1.

2. Is prediction independent of data representation method if the method used for prediction is the same as that

used for the calibrations? Two cases were examined, one requiring interpolation for m with a change in stress

scale out all other conditions remaining as for the calibration. i this case predicted crack growth was virtually

unaffected by tie data representation method - witf a maximum difference of only 11%'. The second case

involved a stress scale requiring an extrapolation for m, and a different geometry and crack shape. Variations in

crack growth life by a factor of up to 2.8 were obtained, thus highlighting the danger in extrapolating calibration

values and indicating that calibrations should cover the full range of stresses for which predictions are required.

These conclusions will apply to all crack growth prediction methods requiring experimental calibration.

9.4.10 Summation of Continuous Damage (O.G. Ford - ARL)

Because service loads and those often applied in fatigue tests come from continuous distriDutiois, the summation of

fatigue damage leads to integration which, from the nature of the problem, must generally be numerical.

There are two general approaches. The first is to fit analytical expressions to the load and fatigue data and then

integrate the damage analytically, if this is still possible. The second is the direct use of an integration formula. In

principle both are good methoas but for inexplicable reasons the standard integration procedure for damage is based on

stepwise calculation of the damage rate, a method so crude as to escape consideration in texts on calculus or numerical

analysis. The inherent errors are also heightened by the non-linear scale in conventional presentations of exceedance

data.

In the method of [33], the variable of integration is logarithmic exceedance rather than load or stress level. The new

procedure is less ambiguous and more rapid in execution: it is also properly convergent. It avoids differencing the

exceedance spectum and the arbitrary choice of midpoints on non-linear scales. The accuracy thus gained may be

retained by using any of the standard numerical integration rules.

9.4.11 Mixed-mode Fatigue Crack Growth (Y.C. Lain - M U)

Although the strain-energy-density factor range AS has been proposed as a parameter useful for mixed mode fatigue

crack growth predictions, in its existing form it is found to be incompatible with the concept of crack closure. AS is

consequently being modifieu into ASp by taxing into account crack closure. As such, mode I fatigue crack growth data

could also be used for mixed mode fatigue crack growth prediction.

A preliminary experimental investigation indicates that ASp could predict sati-factorily the crack growth rates and

trajectories at various R ratios. The work is continuing.

9.4.12 Effect of Residual Stress on Fatigue Crack Growth (Y.C. Lam, J.R. Griffiths - MU)

A technique of introducing and accurately measuring residual stress has been developed. The effect of residual stress

re-distribution as a crack propagates and its effect on fatigue crack growth is being investigated.
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In addition, a method of introducing beneficial compressive stress by intermittent heating is being investigated.

Preliminary investigations indicate that significant improvements in fatigue life could result.

9.4.13 Shot Peening and Fatigue Resistance (J.Q. Clayton - ARL)

The use of components subjected to life-enhancing materials processing in military aircraft is increasing dramatically.

Surface treatments include those designed to enhaiice fatigue resistance; the use of these processes routinely during

manufacture has focusseu attention ou both twe performance of tne treated coinpo.eit in service, and the benefit

consistently attainable from the processing. Reference [34) describes research into the effects of peening with steel

shot or glass beads on fatigue in a high strength aluminium alloy used in the F/A-IS aircraft, and shows that the

introduction of surface imperfections during peening can degrade the fatigue resistance.

9.4.14 Combined Fatigue/Environmental Box Beam Test (K. Watters - ARL)

A box beam comprising a metal substructure and a graphite/epoxy skin containing impact damage has been tested to

failure under an environmental fatigue load sequence. Prior to the fatigue test, an extensive strain survey of the critical

area of the graphite/epoxy skin was performed. The box beam is shown in Fig. 20 mounted in its test rig.

The box beam was 2.5m long, of 0.6m chord and 0.15m thick. Its metal substructure was comprised of four aluminium

alloy spars and, on the tension side, an aluminium alloy skin reinforced by four steel booms. The graphite/epoxy skin on

the compression side was a 7mm thick continuous plank made from 56 plies of XAS-914 material according to the layup

[t45, 0 2]7,s. Seven impacts were made on the graphite/epoxy skin in the highly stressed middle area of tne beam. Two

impacts were midway between spars, three impacts were adjacent to a spar and two impacts were over a spar cap.

Impactor mass ranged from 1.U to 2.u kg and drop height ranged from 1.2m to 1.8m giving impact energies in the range

11.8J to 35.3J. All impact damage fell into the barely visible category.

The loading configuration was three-point bending combined with a small torque. A truncated version of the FALSTAFF

load sequence was used with all load cycles in the range level 8 to level 17 removed. The environmental aspect of the

test consisted first of conditioning the graphite/epoxy skiii to 1% moisture content and maintaining that level. Secondly.

in conjunction with load cycling, a three level temperature spectrum of -20oC (for 10% of cycles), 200 C (75%) and 95 0 C

(15%) was applied. The thermal cycle was based on a DlocK of 2U0 flights so that 311 thermal cycles were applied during a

test lifetime. A dwell of 5 see was applied for loads above level 25 in the hot segment.

One lifetime of loading was applied to the box beam prior to moisture conditioning and without thermal cycling or load

dwell. For this lifetime the maximum load level (32) in the FALSTAFF sequence was set at 70% of the ultimate design

load (UDL) of the box beam. No damage growth was observed. Then the graphite/epoxy skin was moisture conditioned

and loading resumed, but this time with thermal cycling and load dwell. Maximum load level was again 70% U DL and a

further two lifetimes of loading were applied with no observed damage growth. Maximum load level was then raised to

80% UDL and one further lifetime of testing applied, again with no observed damage growth. Maximum load level was

then raised to 90% UDL and the graphite/epoxy skin failed on the first occasion the load reached the maximum level,

which happened to be in the hot segment. The graphite/epoxy skin failed in compression in a reasonably straight chord

lile adjacent to the middle of the box beam and encompassing several of the damage sites. The nature of the failure is

currently being investigated.

9.4.15 Thermomechanical Analysis of Damage in Composites (M. Heller - UOM)

The coupling between mechanical deformation and thermal energy in an elastic material has enabled the development of

a unique non-contact methoo for investigating the stress distribution over the surface of a body. However, until recently

tne formulation [35] did not fully account for the interaction between the available mechanical energy and the thermal
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energy in the case of a composite material. In particular, the effects of moibture and mean load had previously been

neglected. This revised theory £361 predicted that when a body is subjected to a single frequency cyclic loading, the

temperature response should not only be at the lotiaiig frequency, as interred by Kelvin's Law. but there bhould also be a

component at twice that frequenicy. Subsequent experiments were performed to detect this predicted second harmonic

respolse L261 and the result.s conclusively cofirmed such a non-liicar respoii'e. thereby strongly supporting the validity

of the revised theory.

In the presenit work £37) attention is focused on the use of this theory for problems associated with repair technology and

impact damage in composites. In one case a numerical analysis was conducted and used to enable comparison with an

experimentally determined temperature profile. Uttention w&a then focused onl the use of experimentally ooserved

changes in the local temperature field as a measure of the severity of impact damage in a graphite epoxy laminate.

The work to date indicates that temperature measurements may be used to determine the stress distribution an the

surface of a unidirectional composite repair and have the potential for detecting and monitoring crack growth below the

patch. In another case large changes in tne temperature profiles were observed on both sides of an impact damaged

composite specimen, allowing the presence of damage to De detected. In contrast to most traditional methods of non-

destructive inspection, the present approach refleet3 the interaction of load, geometry, material and damage il a non-

destructive fashion.

A parameter, Dt . related to the variance of the surface temperature field, has been proposed as an indicator of the

severity of damage for an impacted composite [381. Subject to further experimental validation, the authors believe that

this parameter may prove to be useful in the analysis of problems associated with damaged composite laminates.

The methodology considered to date involves the use of direct temperature measurements. However, an alternative

approach would be to measure surface displacemets and compute the temperature field.

9.4.16 Repair of Surface Flaws (R. Jones - ARL)

Surface flaws of up to 40rmm long and 6mm deep in an l1mm thicK 2024 aluminium alloy have been repaired using an

externally bonded patch. When tested under constant amplitude loading the repaired specimens were found to have a

more than 20-fold increase in fatigue life [39]. This work has subsequently been continued in conjunction with Melbourne

U niversity.

9.4.17 Fundamentals of Composites Failure Analysis (R. Jones - A RL)

A review of the current status of design and damage assessment in composites has been undertaken £4u.l This contains a

detailed description and summary of test methodology and life prediction laws. It was concluded that current fatigue

life prediction methods are itadequate and that alternative methods for damage assessment are required.

It has been shown that the more advanced forms of Tsai-t- ill theory predict a failure envelope virtually identical to that

predicted by energy density theory (41]. This raises the level of confidence in the Tsai-Hill theory which had previously

been seen as essentially a curve fitting exercise. Ilowever, it must be stressed that since Tasi-H ill is based on the von

Mises theory for metals it cannot be used for problems associated witn failure by delamination. This is due to the fact

that, for metals, the von Mites equivalent stress is associated with the location of maximum plasticity rather than the

direction of crack growth.

For impact damage it has been shown (42] that the path-dependent T* integral is a good tool for assessing severity

provided that the growth of the damage is self-similar. On tile other hand energy density theory does not suffer from

this restriction. An advantage of energy deolisty (i.e. W) i.s that the critical values can be determined from standard
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tests and do not require a series of special fracture related tests in order to find the toughness in modes 1, 11 and Ill.

Nevertheless T* is a very useful fracture parameter. Botn T* and W are used at ARL and are particularly simple to

calculate.

Closed form solutions have recently been obtained for a circular delamiination under hydrostatic pressure. This solution

involves large displacement and post-buckling theory, and has been confirmed by a series of finite element analyses (43].

The generic shape of the residual strength curve is as previously predicted numerically viz: "as the size of the damage

increase a stage is reached after which a further significant increase in size does not result in a further reduction in

static strength". Thii generic behaviour was also predicted for damage to adhesively bonued composite to metal joints.

Tests at ARL on specimens representative of an F/A-1B step-lap joint have confirmed this prediction [44].

9.4.14 Composite Repairs (J. Paul - ARL)

The use of energy density theory applied to repaired, impact damaged composites has predicted that, provided global

bending is restrained, the increase in the residual strength (RS) after repair can be estimated by the following simple

form ula:

RS (repaired)/RS (unrepaired) = W (unrepaired)/W (repaired)

where W is the energy density in the laminate in the region of the patch. Whilst this formula applies to multiaxial

loading it reduces, in tne case of uniaxial load, (and when the patch has the same eflective modulus as the parent

lam inate) to

RS (repaired)/RS (unrepaired) = S (unrepaired)/S (repaired)

where S is the stress under the patch in the load direction.

This approximation was subsequently evaluated by a series of tests on a 50-ply AS-4/3501-6 (+45 2,-45 2 ,04 )90 s with and

without a t0 2 ,145,+45,021s patch. Predicted failure strains were in good agreement with those measured experimentally

[451

9.4.19 Vwiable Amplitude Lomding and Patching Efficiency (A.A. Baker - ARL)

The use of adhesively bonded composite patches to repair cracks in metallic components has been reported in several

previous ICAF reviews. Recently, a collaborative program was undertaken between the National Aeronautical

Establishment - Canada, and the Aeronautical Research Laboratory - Australia to assess the efficiency of patching under

FALSTAFF loading. The 2024-T3 specimens, as depicted in Fig.21 were: a) prepared at ARL, b) pre-cracked at NAE, c)

returned to ARL for patching, and d) tested under modified FALSTAFF loading at NAE.

The test results and the types of specimen tested are indicated in Fig. 22. In all cases the patches were boron/epoxy and

adhesives were AF 163. FM 73 or acrylic Flexon 241. The pre-bonding surface treatments for panels repaired with

adhesives AF 163 and FM 73 was grit blast (with alumina grit) followed by wash with a 1% aqueous solution of epoxy

silane GPS (1) and dry at 700C whereas for the acrylic adhesive the silane treatment was omitted. The initial crack

lengths were approximately 5mm and 25mm, giving crack-to-width ratios of 0.03 and 0.16 respectively.

The patched specimenb were tested as huneycomb sandwich panels; this approach L46J was tOkn 'o a) avoid curvature of

the panels due to residual stres which arise on patching due to thermal expansion mismatch between the composite

patch material and aluminium specimen, and b) minimise bending under load due to the neutral-axis offset caused by the
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boided patch. Bending stiffness proouced by the honeycomb configuration . coiisidered to simulate the level of

restraint to secondary bending experienced in most aircraft structure.

In the FALsrAFF program employed in these tests the maximum stress was 248 A4Pa (36 ksi) tension; compression iouas

as normally applied in FALSTAFF were eliminated to avoid buckling of single unpatched panels. The peak stress was

almost twice tnat employed in the standard program (138 MPa) and this stress was applied twice in each FALSTAFF

block. One block of FALSTAFF loading contains 2U0 flights and each flight is nominally equivalent in length to one hour

of flying.

The results to date, Fig. 22, [471 indicate that a very high level of patching efficiency is obteinea for all of the adhesives

!'vestigated. It is of particular interest to note the excellent performance demonstrated by the acrylic adhesive, in view

of its ambient temperature cure. In general, a life extension of over 2UO FALSTAFF blocks was obtained, nominally 4 x

104 hours of (1 hour) flights. Catastrophic failure occurred in some specimens during application of the high loads when

crack growth was well advanced, by disoionding or by fracture of the patch.

Future work in the collaborative programme will evaluate the effect of realistic temperature and humidity cycling. In

these tests the compressive loads will be included.

9.4.20 Fatigue of Fibre Composite Materials and Components (D.. Saunders - ARL)

%i. impact-Damage Growth in 56-ply Coupons

Fatigue testing of impact-damaged CFC material (XAS-914C) has continued over the past two years. The experimental

program me has concentrated mainly on the following areas of work:

(a) the effects of load spectrum modification (including load holds) on damage (delamination) growth,

(b) the effects of hot/wet environments on fatigue-life behaviour,

(C) the combined effects of (a) and (b), above, on the fatigue-life benaviour.

The results of work reported in (48] and [491 demonstrated that, under ambient conditions, the fatigue-life behaviour of

impact damaged XAS-914C was uiaffected by load spectrum modifications, Figs. 23 and 24. More recent preliminary

results for severe hot/wet conditions demonstrated that the degradation in fatigue life was of the same magnitude as the

measured degradation in static compressive strength [50j, Fig. 25. Severe degradation in fatigue life was demonstrated

when load holds were introduced into the load spectrum for testing impact-damaged coupons under hot/wet conditions

[SUJ, Fig. 26. Thus, as the glass transition temperature is approached (Tg being lowered by moisture ingress) under

hot/wet environments, then it appears that time-dependent properties play a more significant role in the damage growth

-iid/or ultimate failure process. Static testing of impact-damagea and impact-damaged-and-fatigued coupons is to be

undertaken as an extension of this programme.

(2) Impact-damage growth moiiitoring

Time-o-flight ultrasonic C-scanning has been used to map delamination growth in thick coupons, (49,511, and

development of the in-situ C-scanning frame (Section 9.4.22) has continued to permit more frequent mapping of

delamination growth during fatigue testing. Delamination growth (under compression-dominated FALSTAFF) has been

mapped for 56-ply XAS-914C material, [±45. 0217s and will be compared with delamination growth in 50-ply AS-4/3501

material. In the case of this material an appropriate loading spectrum, derived from flight loads data for Australian

F/A-IS aircraft, will be used. (Preliminary C-scanning of the impact damage imparted to the 50-ply AS-4/3501

laminates has shown that the configuration of the damage is quite different to that imparted to the XAS-914C laminates

tested in previous work.)
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Delamination growth has also been studied using thermal emiLssion measurements (SPATE1 [22) and the change in level of

emission related to a damage parameter which was found to increase monotonically with number of programs of fatigue

loading. The level of thermal emission effectively represents u measure of the conplicance of the region over which the

scan is performed and so can be used to map damage growth.

(3) Fatigue Behaviour of Composite-to-Metal Joints using Bolted Fasteners

A study of the behaviour of composite-to-metal joints using bolted fasteners is in the preliminary stages and so far a

numoer of specimen designs has been tested. O,,e severe limitation of the specimens studied was the large degree of

antibuckling restraint necessary for testing, since only small levels of secondary bending are believed to be appropriate

to composite wing skins. (The testing to date has also used a spectrum which has a large number of high compressive

loads.) This testing programme led to the adaption of an RAE design which has been found to be appropriate to the work

in hand.

To date, a number of 5-ply AS4-3501 coupons has been tested under a MCAIR F/A-18 fatigue test spectrum. The most

significant "failures" in the present series of tests have been appreciable damage in the fastener hole regions and

fastener failures. The first aspect of the failure involves wear-out of the composite such that it changes the dimensions

of the fastener ho!es ;, the composite, and cracking (delamination) occurs between fibre layers. Wear-out appears to

involve erosion of resin and fibres from the ply layers but at difierent rates depending on the orientation of the ply

layers with respect to the principal loading direction, Fig. 27. Exposure of the fibres and uneven wear ensues both in the

"parallel-sided" region and in the region of the 10l-degree countersink. Change in hole size in the composite material

with number of programs of the MCAIR spectrum is being measured. Hole wear in composite coupons will be assessed

for other spectra to determine if load spectrum influences fatigue life of holes for bolted fastener systems.

Ultimate failure of the specimen could be considered to occur when the fastener fails. Using the modified RAE test

geometry, initial fastener failure occurred in 100 to 200 programs. It was found, however, that by replacing fasteners on

failure tne fatigue test could be continued out fastener life appeared to be reduced with each successive change. This is

believed to be due to wearout of the fastener hole in the composite coupon producing larger bending stresses on the

fastener which then fails sooner under fatigue loading. Fastener failure, however, has caused some concern in the

experimental programme because it was not intended that this aspect would be stuoted in detail and in some cases the

failure of fasteners imparts additional damage to the coupons, which complicate- the experiments.

It i intended tnat the testing of oolted fastener systems under hot/wet environments will be undertaken during the next

phase of the experimental work.

(4) Moisture Aosorption Dy Carron Fibre Composite Laminates.

Another aspect of the environmental studies which has been under investigation for the past two years has been in the

moisture uptake of carbon fibre composite laminates. Most importantly, this work has resulted in an accumulation of

moisture absorption data on thermally spiked XAS-914C and AS4-3501, [52]. The effects of thermal spiking have been

incorporated in computer simulations of moisture absorption by graphite/epoxy laminates.

9.4.21 HOE Research (D.R. Arnott - ARL)

Non-Destructive Evaluation research conducted at ARL now focusses on the development of quantative methods in

ultrasonics and Eddy-current non-destructive evaluation. One highlight from each of the research programs is presented.

A .heoretical treatment [53) of ultrasonic surface waves (Rayleigh waves) propagated along the surface of a metallic

component with a corner of any angle containing a crack at any angle has shown that the depth of a uniform crack may

be calculated from measurements of the separation of modulation peaks in the frequency spectrum for both forward

scattered and backscattered waves, Fig. 28. Experiments conducted with a laser pulse source and a "pnducer" receiver
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treatment. For instance, the eight fuselage patches are painted with tne standard polyurethane paint scheme and that

area is washed every two days witb a proprietary aircraft washing compound to remove dirt and hydraulic oil stains.

The four hortzontal stabilizer patches are in an unpainted area subject to severe erosion. The only detectable

deterioration has been direct erosion of the adhesive under the upstream edge uf these patches. This situation is

monitored at normal maintenance checks but no special treatment is given.

The patches have now been flown in excess of 10000 hours as at December 1988.

9.4.24 Graphite/Epoxy Environmental Exposure Programme (R.J. Chester - ARL)

Grapnite/Epoxy (gr/ep) composite materials are widely employed in the structure of the F/A-la aircraft; indeed, 34% of
the external surface area and 9% o1 the dry structural weight is griep. These materials are currently replacing

conventional aluminium alloys for both major and minor components, bcause they offer weight reductions due to their

high specific strength and stiffness and because they are generally resistant to degradation by fatigue and corosion.

In order to support the RAAF in maintenance of the gr/ep components on the F/A-18, ARL nas initiated a major program
in association with the Tropical Exposure Site at MRL-Queensland. The experiments are designed to evaluate the

influence of cyclic loading and tropical exposure on a range of gr/ep specimens which represent various structural details

of the aircraft; honeycomb sandwich specimens, monolithic moisture absorption coupons, adhesively bonded joints and
mechanically fastened joints will all form part of the trial. The sandwich beam specimenis consist o1 two ten-ply skins

bonded to aluminium honeycomb core and as such are typical of various components on the F/A-18. These beam

specimens contain either representative forms of damage (such as impact damage or teflon inclusions) or representative
repairs. Constant amplitude cyclic loading at a strain level of 2500 microstrain is applied to all specimens in blocks of

100,000 cycles at a frequency of 0.013 Hz. Between these loading blocks the beams are removed from the loading rigs

and subjected to thermal cycling (-500 C + 105 0C) and 40 overload cycles at 3500 microstrain. These conditions are

designed to simulate as closely as possible the conditions of actual aircraft usage.

Damage assessment is carried out by ultrasonic C-scanning, compliance measurements and residual strength

measurements at the end of the trial. To date, the specimens have experienced from 30U,000 to 500,UOU cycles and no
damage growth has been observed by C-scan.

9.5 REVIEW OF STRUCTURAL FATIGUE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEW ZEALAND (H. Levinsohn -

DSE)

The small New Zealand R&D effort in aeronautical fatigue is centred at the Defence Scientific Establishment (DSE) in

Auckland. DSE shares some facilities with the Auckland Industrial Development Division (AIDD) of the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR) and the University of Auckland Engineering School laboratories.

Tne DSE project on aircraft fatigue is dominated by the need to maintain the airworthiness of existing aircraft types.

Past fatigue problems in the RNZAF fleet of jet attack and trainer aircraft drove home the need for increased self-
sufficiency in aircraft structures engineering. The problem of maintaining older aircraft structures is becoming more

severe because the jet attack and maritime surveillance aircraft are being updated with modern electronic equipment,

with the intention of extending their operational lifetime.

Airborne Fatigue Recorder

New Zealand dues not have the resources to conduct full scale fatigue testing. Alternat'vely DSE has allocated a

significant effort, by New Zealand itandards, to developing a fatigue load measurement system. This has been named
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Strair, Gauging

Reliable strain gauge installations are a key to the development of the high perloriianice fatigue recorders which are

needed for the accurate monitoring of loads in existing and future aircraft types. Concern is raised about the

inconsistent levels of reliability experienced with stratii gauges in service. Improvements Iii this area are clearly

needed. In particular, users require more information about the tong term reliability ol given types of strait gauge

Installatios ujiuer severe operating environments. DSE I, addressing some of these questions, but is concerned tnat

there are no published quality assurance standards [or the desi.-n of installations and testing of strain gauge bridge

circuits. 'this issue is of prime importniiee it the fatigue lives of individual aircraft are to be determined from strain

measurements oi service aircraft.

9.6 BIBUOGRAPHY ON THE FATIGUE OF MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND STRUCTURES
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FIG. I BORON/EPOXY DOUBLERS FOR F-Ill WING PIVOT FITTING

FIG. 2 F-ill WING WITH BORON/EPOXY DOUBLERS UNDER STATIC
TEST (80% POSITIVE PROOF LOAD)
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FIG. 12 JANUS GLIDER WING FATIGUE TEST
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FIG. 14 BELL 214ST DRAG BRACE FAILURE AND FRACTURE SURFACE



FIG. 15 AEROSPATIALE SA330J PUMA MAIN ROTOR SPINDLE FAILURE

FIG. 16 SA330J PUMA MAIN ROTOR SPINDLE FRACTURE SURFACES
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FIG. 20 COMBINED FATIGUE/ENVIRONMENTAL BOX BEAM TEST
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FIG. 29 PORTABLE C-SCAN DEVICE AND PERIPHERALS
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(a) DATA ACQUISITION (LEFT) AND MEMORY MODULES

(b) GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

FIG. 31 AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING
SYSTEM (ADARS)
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